It is proved that for any pair of infinite cardinal numbers a and /?, there exists a homogeneous AW*-algebra that is both a-homogenous and ß-homogeneous. This negatively settles a long-standing unsolved problem of type I AW "-algebras.
; and Excercise 10, p. 118]. The problem was posed by Kaplansky [5, p. 460] and conjectured negatively in [6, p. 843] . In this note, we shall settle this problem negatively by proving the following theorem. Our method of proof is inspired by P. J. Cohen's forcing method developed in the field of mathematical logic (cf. [3] ).
Theorem.
For any pair of infinite cardinal numbers a and ß, there exists a homogeneous AW *-algebra that is both a-homogeneous and ß-homogeneous.
By [6, Theorem 7] , the algebra of bounded Z-linear operators on an S-homogeneous AW*-module over a commutative AW*-algebra Z is an S-homogeneous AW *-algebra. Thus we need only construct an AW *-module that is both a-homogeneous and ß-homogeneous.
We can suppose that a < ß. Let A be a set with cardinality a, and B a set with cardinality ß. Let P be the set of all one-to-one functions p such that dom(p)c,4, ran(p)c£ and card(dom(p)) < a. Thus H has orthonormal bases (ea)asÀ and (fh)heB of cardinalities a and ß, respectively.
